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Says Marc S. Pritchard, Chief Branding Officer of Procter & Gamble,
stressing on technology for good

A

s the screening of
the controversial
ad of razor brand
Gillette ended, the
credits rolled in –
The best a man can get. It’s only
by challenging ourselves to do
more. The audience cheered and
clapped as Marc S. Pritchard,
Chief Branding Officer of
Procter & Gamble, gauged the
reaction to the ad which addresses toxic masculinity.
Addressing the gathering
at the 44 th edition of the ongoing IAA World Congress in
Kochi, Marc highlighted the
importance of collaboration by

brands for improvement of society through novel, inspiring
initiatives. “Focus on technology should go beyond advertisements. We need to focus on
energy saving, gender equality
and unstereotyping alliances,”
he suggested, as he delivered
an insightful talk on Leading
Disruption to Drive Growth.
Giving the examples of promoting sustainable behaviour
to protect the environment,
Marc said, “The Tide campaign,
along with product endorsement, pitches for energy saving
through the campaign ‘Take the
quick cold pledge’, an attempt to

We are clearly
on the edge to use
technology to make
lives better.
So, come together
to use technology
for good.

save water and energy. Similarly,
Head & Shoulders is coming
up with dry conditioner and
of whole range of beauty products that use very less water.
Our focus is on collaboration to
improvement.”
The P&G hashtag #brandforgood stands testimony to
the idea. “We have many such
collaborations like alliance to
end plastic waste, LOOP alliance (that focuses on renew-reuse-recycle)and 56L home alliance, all intending to conserve
resources,” he said, observing
that the last decade witnessed
how technology has disrupted

the advertisement industry.
Marketing, he says, has enhanced consumer experience.
Shedding light on the revolutionary products of tomorrow,
Marc quipped, “What if brands
could use technology,” and
played the video that shows the
next-gen AI toothbrush – the
one that gives realistic feedback
on smartphones about personal
dental hygiene. Concluding the
session, he said, “We are clearly
on the edge to use technology
to make lives better. So, come
together to use technology for
good. Now is the time for India
to unite and act.”
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‘CSR is
not good
enough
anymore’
Paul Polman
delivers
a though
provoking
session

T

he second day of IAA World
Congress commenced with a
thought-provoking session by Paul
Polman. Polman, who is currently the
President of the ICC, Chairman of the
B-Team and Vice Chair of the UN Global
Impact, CEO Unilever (Jan 2009 to Dec
2018) with his years of knowledge on how
the industry functions had some insightful
pointers on how as advertisers one could
be responsible towards the future generation. Paul put forth a few hard hitting
questions during his session.
“Value and trust in today’s environment
is probably more valuable than ever before.
Trust is low in the industry, because of fake
news, fraud, employment practices, sexual
harassment and so on.” He further adds “
In the last five decades the population has
tripled and more people are being pushed
into poverty. In fact we have done more

Value and trust
in today’s
environment
is probably more
valuable than ever
before

damage in the last 30 to 40 years with the
form of consumerism we are engaged in
than ever before in history. What gives us
the right to deprive future generations?,”
he asks. He pointed out to the rise in Co2
emissions which is continues to rise . “
We are committing the worst intergenerational crime in the history of mankind. In
fact some of the most polluted cities are in
India itself,” he stated and implored“ Do
you want to be a part of that?”
He asks companies what their decision
is on various social issues and says “ Businesses can’t succeed in a society that is
failing. Running business on CSR, is not
good enough anymore. Some of the challenges before them include Decarbonising,
setting up of long term business models,
moving towards a circular economy and to
make sure to have an inclusive economy,”
he sums up.

As a professor of Ethics
and Governance, to
me using technology
for good has been a
part of my educational
experience teaching
them to use
technology for good.
The first thing I want
to say about the
conference is that
it is wonderfully
organised. This event
will help student grow
into responsible future
leaders”.
Prathibha Pai

“Great speaker and
a wonderful event.I
think it is important
we start thinking
of ‘Dharma’ in our
branding as all the
speakers are alluding
to, to create a more
ethical advertising
industry of the future”
Ruby Suresh
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‘Blur the
line between
online, offline’
Says Simon Kahn, Chief Marketing Officer
of Google APAC, who offers a glimpse to the
upcoming intuitive technology

W

hile delivering a talk on
The Future of Digital Immersion on Day 2 of the
global advertising summit of the
IAA in Kochi, Simon Kahn, Chief
Marketing Officer of Google APAC,
unveiled a whole range of intuitive
technology Google has in the offing.
Having led the innovation hub
by overseeing its strategy, research,
brand management, advertising,
consumer products and business
solutions across 16 countries, Simon
observed that digital India is moving towards evolving technology.
“With the shift from keyboard to
mouse to palmtops to touch screen,
interface will become more natural
and devices, more intuitive. The key
steps will be Assist, Augment and
Accelerate,” he said.
Explaining how Assist makes entertainment faster than before, he
added, “The process will turn much
more natural process. Just look at
the recent advancement in speech
recognition. From just 70 per cent
accuracy in 2013, it has jumped to
95 percent in a matter of just four

years. As it understands the cultural references and nuances,
local language and slangs
earn more acceptability
in the tech world.”
Augment, on the other
hand, blends both online
offline experience. “The upcoming Zozo suits, when put
on, helps a perfect tailoring fit
by storing 15,000 measurements using 3D augmentation and biometric support.
The camera will expand its
ability to more than just capturing memories,” he said, as the crowd
applauded. It’s the same technology
that works in the augmented reality
app Google Arts and Culture, virtual reality exploration of places,
Google lens that can assist in gathering information and shopping and
Art projector that helps one enjoy
an intricate art work at the blank
wall of ones personal space.
Accelerate, Simon stressed, releases the tensorflow. “Trained
computer models will diagnose diabetes, cancer and cardiac ailments.

Capler data helps in astronomical research and
Nebula assists farmers, by
providing them accurate
information on foodgrain
quality through 3D rendering of each grain and
offering insights on how
to improve productivity,
accurate market rates
and customer data,” he
concluded.

J

Virtual
Art
Gallery
Google’s latest
application

ust when one assumed that technology cannot
stretch it’s realm any
more, Google has come
up with a new application that enables public
access to art collections
from all over the world.
Using Google Arts and
Culture app, users can
preserve these collections online and immortalise the years of hard
work by talented artists.
The Google stall opposite the Convention Hall
at Grand Hyatt Bolgatty offers a glimpse into
the various features that
Google Arts and Culture
provides. It’s an eclectic
mix of fun and information that demands attention.
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Brand Desh
leads the way
Congress MP Shashi Tharoor
stresses on the credibility of India
and Kerala as strong brands

“T

he biggest strength
o f Bra nd Kera l a
is t ha t i t s hows
remarkable openness, a willingness to make visitors feel
at home,” said Shashi Tharoor,
diplomat and parliamentarian. He was speaking at the
evening gala as the Day 2 of the
IAA Global Congress came to
a close. “More than just its geographical wealth, Kerala has
provided a compelling narrative to the world. Kerala does
not go and advertise ‘Hey migrants, we are a great place to
come to, but the migrants come
and they write back home and
the word spreads. In my mind,
that’s the challenge that Brand

India needs to overcome, something Kerala has successfully
conquered,” he told the crowd
at Bolgatty Palace and Island
Resort.
Quoting Joseph Nye, the guru
of soft power, Tharoor said, “He
said that it is not the side with
the bigger army, but the side
with the better story that wins.
India has, to a great extent, been
traditionally the country that
tells the better story, certainly in
comparison to most of its neighbours or other developing countries. You know as a society with
free press and thriving media
that people of creative energies
are allowed to express themselves in a variety of appealing

ways, and you all know this because most of you are in the
creative field.” He opined that
India’s extraordinary ability to
tell stories that are more persuasive and attractive was in
many ways a great calling card
in terms of branding India.
“It’s not about hard power,
but more about the power of
attraction. This has got to be
the most important element in
India’s brand far more than this
business of the fastest-growing free market democracy,”
Tharoor added.
He also observed that awareness of India had become much
more sophisticated internationally when any simple attempts
of marketing would do. “The
perception of India that people
see sometimes works to our advantage. When I was working at
the UN, I happened to be travelling in the Middle East and

it is not the side
with the bigger
army, but the
side with the
better story, that
wins. India has
to a great extent
been traditionally
the country that
tells the better
story, certainly
by comparison
to most of its
neighbours or
other developing
countries.

the Gulf countries at the time
of the 2004 elections and met
a lot of Arab ministers and senior officials. What was amazing
was how astonished they were
knowing that here in India, the
election has been won by a political party led by a woman leader
of Italian birth and a Roman
Catholic background, who
then made way for a Sikh to be
sworn in as Prime Minister by a
Muslim President in a country
of 81 per cent Hindu population.
And the great thing about it was
that we were not trying to send
an image to the world. It was
just India being itself. ‘We are
like this only!’ as the expression
goes and therefore, it becomes
a form of credible part of the
brand, because it is not about
pretense; it is who you really
are,” he ended.
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COMMENT
CORNER
T
I

really feel that an event of
this scale is an enormous
learning experience for everyone here. A topic like Brand
Dharm is really powerful. It is
something that is valuable for
all advertising and marketing
people. Understanding social
responsibility in today’s age
serves these brands an important purpose.

Pradeep Guha
Chairman, Organising
Committee IAA World
Conference

his is my first visit to Kerala. I was in Mumbai last
summer when the floods hit the
state. It was shocking, but it’s
great to see people back in action.
This event is absolutely amazing. Here, I would like to bring
global focus on Brand Poland,
which, with proper visibility,
could emerge as a perfect cultural destination. I am here to learn
about implementing the recent
trends in branding to promote
our country as a tourism brand,
much like Kerala.

Damian Irzyk
Consul General of the Republic
of Poland in Mumbai

A

dvertising plays a very important role in the lives
of people – from what to buy to what to wear.
More than that, the focus is on digital front. Going
ahead, the entire world is turning digital. I think this
is a huge opportunity for us who have been in the
industry. The line-up of speakers is what got me down
here, this convention gives us the opportunity to listen
to stalwarts of the industry. It’s a great thing happening here.

Rohit Ohri, Group Chairman and CEO, FCBINDIA.

T

he World Congress is fabulous. It had a remarkable
start; the line-up of speakers
and subjects are so exciting that
people would find it hard to skip
sessions. This year’s focus is on
Brand Dharma because brands
undergo a lot of introspection as
they have to look into what they
stand for and what they mean to
their consumers. The valuation
of a brand, in today’s world, is
not based on their profits and
loss, but how meaningful they
are. Brand Dharma stands for
commitment. As we move closer
to technology, which will drive
brands and communication,
stronger will be the challenges
on ethics. I also believe that CSR
is an integral part of any brand
as it creates a healthy environment where people would benefit from new opportunities. I
am glad and proud that we could
support the Save the Loom campaign as part of the conference.
It’s not a huge gesture, but in
matters like these, every little
act counts.

Kaushik Roy
Vice-president/area director,
Asia Pacific, IAA

T

he conclave has been amazing so far. This is my first visit to South India. The country being
a local market with a global perspective, the importance of Brand Dharma grows day by day.
It’s very important to have strong, conscious brands with purpose and values. Brand Dharma is
definitely a poignant topic. I am also in awe of the incredible strength of the people of Kerala,
despite being struck by a tragic floods of such magnitude, leaped back to normalcy and plays host
to this wonderful global meet.

Fredrik Borestrom, President, IAA, UK

B

rand Dharma’ is something all managements should take to their hearts. It’s a
key to all the products the consumers love.

Barbara Dravec, IT business analyst

B

randing is no more just about
ads. There is too much information around. Companies will
now have to be more responsible.

Mihai Ghyka,
Ex-president, IAA, Romania

T

his is a beautiful platform. A lot of networking happens here. I had the
opportunity to catch up
with a lot of friends

Charanjeet Singh,
CEO, Kinetic
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QUICK
CLICKS

Snaps from the
second day of the IAA
World Congress in Kochi
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B E H I N D

Note
of thanks

T H E

Supporting every successful event is a
team of invisible men and women and their
tireless, continuous, unaccredited efforts.
The exemplary service of the organisers
and staff for the smooth conduct of the
three-day international advertising
symposium should never be left
unacknowledged. Here
are the people behind
the curtains :

FOOD

Indie
sweetness

Delights with twist

E

EVENT MANAGEMENT

Guiding stars
Pranith Menon
Senior planning officer
Red Mic

W

e were assigned the duty of handling delegates, speaker
management, airport management (with the assistance
of Thomas Cook), travel, bus branding and local permission.
From the reception desk, we guided the delegates to the concerned hotels in the buses provided by Thomas Cook. The
Kerala Night hosted on Day 1 was also coordinated by our team.
The pitching stage began in August and confirmation came in
September 2018. Then on, we have been promoting the event,
reaching out to people from across the globe. The video we
prepared on Kerala too impressed the IAA who chose Kochi
as the venue.

Sujit Kote
Senior vice-president
Hansa Events

T

T

he desserts and pastries
are all focused on our indigenous produces. Our dessert counter features varieties
of Calicut halwas prepared by
our chef, who specialises in
the dish. Our signature dessert – steamed banana with
homemade ice cream – is a hit
among the delegates. All the ice
cream varieties are based on
Kerala-specific ingredients like
tender coconut, chikku, dried
jackfruit, etc.

he event management agencies got involved in this event
about six months back, when the planning began. We have
multiple teams to ensure the proper and fine conduct of the
event. Our creative team, concept team, operations team and
event execution team worked hand in hand to make the event a
grand success. We also tried to understand the requirements of
the speakers and to incorporate modern techniques to provide
them and the audience a world class interactive experience.
Almost 80 members of our team are working behind the scene.

HYGIENE
HOST

T

he entire managing
committee of the
IAA has been working
for the past two years to
make this event happen.
We have all taken some
time out of our business
to invest in making this a
world class event. We are
proud that all the hard
work that went into it is
paying off well. We were
curating just the right
kind of speakers who can
add value to the current
context of the advertising
industry and speak about
the ethical marketing and
Brand Dharma.

Dr Bhaskar Das
Executive President
Dainik Bhaskar Group

W

e couldn’t find
anywhere such
a venue, especially a
conference hall, that can
accommodate over 2,000
people. The speakers and
delegates don’t come just
for the conference; they
find Kochi awesome as a
perfect tourist destination
with excellent cuisine and
hospitality.

Megha Tata
Business Television India

I

Alert 24x7
Varghese
Grand Hyatt Bolgatty

H

appy about hosting an event of this magnitude, all our team members are excited as
this is our very first experience of handling such
a huge event. Our main objective is to incorporate a modern Kerala culture in this event; that’s
how we ended up setting up a modern thattukada at the venue. Almost 80 to 85 persons from
our side work on a daily basis to make this event
a success. Our space availability is top-notch and
and the facilities we provide too match with the
standards of the IAA. The front office is coordinated by our travel partner Thomas Cook, while
the operations team work along with the food
and beverages team. Our security crew is also
strong enough.

STRING-PULLERS
Pradeep Dwivedi
Honorary managing
director and secretary
IAA India

Renil Jacob
Pastry chef,
Grand Hyatt Bolgatty

Prasad Sundaram
Chef de cuisine, Grand Hyatt Bolgatty
ach day’s dishes are based on specific themes and styles.
The general concept is Kerala carnival. On Day 1, we
prepared 56 to 60 dishes under five different styles of cuisine
– coastal, street food, Syrian Christian, Malabar muslim and
traditional Valluvanadan. We have tried and tested fusion
twist to the dishes – like amaranthus puff-coated fish fingers
and desiccated coconut-coated shrimps and wood-fire-baked
seerfish. Though we maintained moderate spicy dishes to cater
to all types of guests, we had five varieties of marination mix
ready for each fish dish. A seafood counter with fresh catch
varieties ranging from sardines to king fish to tiger prawns
were served. The second day’s dinner is handled by Paragon
restaurant. We will be preparing a fusion dinner for the guests
on the farewell day. It will be a combination of Indo, Chinese,
Mexican and Western cuisines. The dishes include Schezwan
dosa, a Chinese twist to Kerala’s dosa, and Naanza, a Mexican
version of the Indian bread. The cuisine is a combined effort
by our menu expert, buffet management and our 150-memberstrong chef team under the expert guidance of our executive
chef Hermann Grossbichler.

S C E N E S

Spotless service
Shalini
Hygiene Manager, Grand Hyatt

W

e look forward to providing quality food, ensuring hygiene in all possible manner. We have dedicated teams
to look after sorting, washing and chopping. We also have a
hygiene lab where we check samples of food regularly. The
planning for the big event started in November.

t’s absolutely exciting
to be a part of this event
as it is the first time India
is hosting the IAA World
Congress. This venue
in God’s on Country is
beautiful. Global leaders in
the marketing, media and
advertising industry have
gathered here. We have a
great line-up of speakers;
the content too is wonderful. Hyatt’s beautiful setting by the riverside offers
better communication facility for the speakers and
delegates. The organising
committee, event partners
and travel partner have
done a tremendous job in
putting this together.
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Weaving
lives
together
The IAA initiative is a strong
support to revive the flood-hit
handloom industry

A

s the World Congress of the
IAA, the global branding convergence, enters the third and final
day, in what can be termed a successful
branding, the attendees will take their
part to revive the life of the weavers of
the flood-fit Chendamangalam village,
a hub of handloom industry.
Visitors thronged the stall on the
premises of the conference hall that
features handloom attire from the village after advertising stalwarts led by
Srinivasan K. Swamy, chairman and
world president of IAA, walked the ramp
sporting designs from the struggling
weavers. The much-lauded initiative
‘Save the Loom’ was followed by an announcement that various patterns and
styles of handloom wear are available in
the stall for sale and that delegates and
guests could do their little bit to help the
village on its path to revival.

Explaining the campaign, Srinivasan
said, “It is an important campaign we
supported. When we have people suffering, people all over the country has
to support the looms to spring back to
work. IAA always supports good causes.
For the association, any good work is
good for business. So, when we were
approached with the idea of ramp walk
to save the loom, we had no hesitation
before saying yes.
Fashion curator Ramesh Menon, Save
the Loom, connects the initiative to the
dharma IAA pitches for. “Dharma is to
give back to nature, society and mankind in every way possible. At the stall,
we have two products – handloom and
khadi. Khadi dress materials designed
by top 20 Indian designers from the
desi thorth and mundu,” he pointed out.
Considering it an advertising space
for the resurgence of Chendamangalam

When we have people
suffering, people all
over the country has to
support the looms to
spring back to
work

Srinivasan K. Swamy

looming industry, Ramesh said, “The
satisfaction we get from the sale of
handloom products abroad is different.
People of Kerala wear handloom only on
festival occasions like Onam and Vishu.
These products are never age-specific;
it suits a 20-year-old college girl as well
as a 40-year-old woman.”
Ramesh thanked Mathrubhumi for
providing the customers a first-hand
experience of Kerala textile industry.
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The Alibaba kind of success
Chris Tung gives an insight into the unique business model

“W

e do our best
to help all the
brands to drive
what best works for them on
our platform, so we can enjoy the
best. This is what drives such a
huge platform like Alibaba,” said
Chris Tung, Chief Marketing
Officer, Alibaba. He was speaking on the tropic ‘A unique
Alibaba model for brand growth.’
He further shed light on the
methodology through which
Alibaba helped achieve growth
in all their brands in the past
two years. He started by speaking about what Alibaba does as a
platform and said, “Many of you
have an impression that Alibaba
is an e-commerce company. Yes,
that is how we started out, but
today Alibaba as a company
pretty much does everything in
China.” As an example, he cites

that Alibaba can be seen as an
entity that looks like a combination of Amazon, Facebook
and Google. “Now, that is a lot
of data to work with. More
importantly, we have built an
ecosystem that help us reach
consumers throughout their
lives effectively. As a result, we
are uniquely positioned to have
a single data source that is coming from different touch points
such as e-commerce, social media and even food delivery.”
Chris took the audience
through a brief history of how
Alibaba developed their data
source “Five years ago, Alibaba
made the right decision of creating a data hub that helped
land all the data from all the
touch points and attribute all
the behavior data into real people identity, with the help of AI.”

This is no longer
about selling the
product of your
flagship store on
Alibaba platform,
this is about ‘how
do we translate
the data with AI
to marketable
insight for brand
owners

This helped Alibaba build an infrastructure for brand building.
“This is no longer about selling
the product of your flagship
store on Alibaba platform, this
is about how do we translate
the data with AI to marketable insight for brand owners
and also to form a close loop
of ecosystem for marketers to
keep optimising their marketing
effort and get feedback through

the data and analyse the data for
another round to optimise their
marketing effort,” he explained.
He summed up by stating that
this is the best time for creative
directors in advertising agencies. “Earlier, they used to get
just one brief from the marketer.
In the digital world they do not
have to worry about that as the
demand for creating more stories in the digital world is huge.”

Resource persons from different domains are
attending this event. I see this event as an opportunity
for Kerala to be branded before the world, for the
unique identity and characteristics that it shares
P Rajeev, MP
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Honouring
brand masters

D

ay two of the IAA World
Congress witnessed
outstanding performers
in the field of Marketing communications being awarded IAA
Golden compass and Inspire
awards. The awards were established by IAA to recognise
and honour men and women
for their outstanding creative
contribution in the field of advertising and marketing.
The IAA Golden Compass
Award for Marketing and
Communication 2019 was
awarded to Mark Pitcher, Chief
Brand Officer of P&G, for his
‘ethos and his ability to build
lives, not just sell’. Andrew
Robertson, President and CEO
of BBDO World, was awarded
the IAA Golden Compass honours award. Raj Nayak, CEO of
Colours, took home the IAA
Inspire Champion award for his
contribution to IAA and Ranil
De Silva, former Managing
Director of Leo Burnett was
awarded the Honorary Life
Member award.

A TREAT OF
PUNCHLINES!
Jacques Séguéla’s fun-filled
session was a mix of hilarity and
thoughtful gyan

T

he topic of the talk
was had a grave tone
– Tech without effect is the death of advertisement. But when Jacques
Séguéla, co-founder of RSCG
and vice-president of Havas
Media, took to the stage with
a loud shout ‘Woa, woa, woa!’,
nothing had prepared the audience for the laugh riot that
was to follow.
In a conversation packed
with humour, pun and wit,

 Heather Leembruggen, Vice President of IAA Awards and Srinivasan

K Swamy (right) handing over Global Compass of Marketing and
Communication Award to Marc Pritchard.
 Ranil De Silva

receiving
IAA Inspire
Honorary Life
Member Award

the French publicist and advertising magician explained
how marketing can’t be differentiated from human element.
“The key to creativity lies in
humanity. Creative ideas cant
be delivered if it stays away
from life and human intervention,” he observed.
“Emotions and the involvement of human beings are very
important in communication.
Technology is just another
tool and cannot not replace
humans. Tech without effect
is therefore the end of humankind,” he said, citing exaggerated examples in the forms
of advertisements
s c re e n e d a t
the venue.

 Raj Naik receiving IAA

Inspire Champion Award

Advertising giants from different parts of the world
have gathered here in Kochi as part of the IAA
World Congress. Kochi becoming a venue of such
a big event will surely boost the tourism sector of
Kerala and kochi in particular
Hibi Eden

A s
he shared his
gyan, Séguéla asked the
crowd what the opposite of
‘life’ is and when they said
‘death’, he corrected them,
saying, “It’s not, it’s rebirth”.
The day also saw a birthday
celebration as the audience,
in a standing ovation after
the show, greeted Séguéla on
his 85th birthday, by singing
‘Happy Birthday’ in unison.
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STYLE
ICONS

Models sporting
Manish Malhotra
designs walk the ramp
on the second evening
of IAA World Congress
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Emotional
sustainability
important
‘Personal interface can never be a
match for ‘Facetime’ I am sorry’

T

here was not a single
dry eye by the end of the
session ‘ Brand Communication for a Social Change’
including that of the speaker,
Piyush Pandey.
Piyush Pandey, the Global
Chief Creative Officer of Ogilvy&Mather is no stranger to
that generation of Indians
who grew up with colour TV
sets in their homes lapping up
thought-provoking and quirky
commercials. The man, who
is the brains behind some of
the most iconic commercials
in the history of Indian advertisements, delivered a heartfelt session by emphasising the
importance of emotions that
transcends the screen.
“I think Dharma is the collective wisdom, experience and
learnings of our predecessors
and their predecessors,” he
noted.
Piyush wore his heart on his
sleeve as he continued to speak
about the raw emotion that
binds humans together. “Gov-

ernments, corporates and individuals all spoke great things
about sustainability of climate,
water, energy and works. I
think i would draw your attention to one more sustainability,
that of human relationships
and emotions which are under
threat in this digital world.”
He goes onto share some of
his personal experiences that
strengthened his views on the
need to adhere to the idea behind sustainability of human
relationships. Piyush then
showcased a few Indian and
International TV commercials
of his, where brands placed the
value of relations as the core of
its message.
“Human relations are not being expressed where it should
be and personal interface can
never be a match for ‘Facetime’
I am sorry, it simply cannot be.
If big brands can give messages which are beneficial to the
brands and to the society at
the same time, there is a lot of
magic there,” he summed up.

It is quite refreshing to be a part of IAA World Congress. The last time I was part
of an event like this was in London so it’s great to be here. This is a beautiful city,
I love Kochi. The few speakers I’ve heard seem to be focusing on the essence of
brand and why it has to go beyond the product and brand to help society. Brands
are now becoming the beacon of change and the most powerful channel to help. So
it is quite intriguing to hear other speakers mesh these two.
Andrew Ackah, CEO, Dentsu Aegis Network, Ghana

AMUSED
MUSE

Model-actress Kubra Sait’s expressions as she listens to the insightful speeches on the
stage at the IAA World Congress
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‘Kerala’s opportunity to
showcase potential’
M.V. Shreyams Kumar, IAA world vice-president and Mathrubhumi joint managing director,
recalls how Grand Hyatt Bolgatty was chosen the venue of the global summit

H

osting a world-class
global conference in a
state that has survived
the deluge of August 2018 takes
grit. IAA world vice-president
and Mathrubhumi joint managing director M.V. Shreyams
Kumar didn’t think twice before
suggesting Kochi as a possible
venue to host the international
summit because he believes that
man could possibly be defeated,
but never ever destroyed, even
by catastrophes.
“Kochi has fantastic infrastructure, including connectivity, and the best convention
centre. We, Keralites, respond
avidly to good content as well.
It’s the reason why that we have
nearly 400 participants from
Kerala itself– amounting to onethird of registrations. Delegates
too love our state, the food, our
easy hospitality all attendant
facilities. This is Kerala’s opportunity to showcase our potential universally,” said Shreyams
Kumar, expressing happiness

at the wonderful turnout at the
event.
A prestigious initiative of
the IAA, since decision to host
the programme in India was
made a year back, the hunt
was on to find the perfect venue. Washington DC , Moscow
and Beijing were redoubtable
claimants at an Olympian level. Shreyams Kumar recalled,
“Initially, this was planned
at the upcoming facility of
Reliance Group. The IAA also
checked options in Agra, Delhi,
but that those didn’t work out.
In most places ball rooms and
banquet halls were masquerading as conference halls. At that
time, Grand Hyatt Bolgatty was
under construction, but I asked
the officials to check this facility. They flew here and were
impressed.”
The rest of the planning took
one year – inviting the topnotch speakers, meticulous
planning and earnest efforts of
the IAA members who proved

There are fantastic
talks that focus on
the responsibility
of corporates,
sustainability and
how one should
invest not just brain,
but his heart too
in business

their exceptional organisational skills by putting together a
seamlessly segued event. It’s a
great concerted effort by Team
IAA ; who held road shows in
Europe and Dubai. Delegates
have arrived from all those
countries, including a 34-member Chinese contingent. As
many as 18,000 registrations
and over 2,000 delegates from

25 countries is a pretty good
figure,” he smiled.
He marvelled at the spirit
of participants. “It’s amazing
to see speakers like Jacques
Séguéla, who even at 85, is
so energetic, passionate and
commitment-driven. There
are fantastic talks that focus
on the responsibility of corporates, sustainability and how
one should invest not just brain,
but his heart too in business,” he
observed.
Like the rest participants
Shreyams Kumar too has learnt
a lot from the informative global
summit, “Education, is a never-ending process; if you have
an open mind to listen to people
and engage in conversations,
there’s no end to learning. What
I learned from this summit is
that how we should build a responsible brand. While advocating ethics and principles, a
brand needs to be environmentally-conscious and serve society as a sustainable model too.”

Elaborating on the theme of
the conclave – Brand Dharma,
he said, people will keep a tab
on an organization’s social responsibility and sustainability.
“In Mathrubhumi, we do our
part in that; a lot more could
be done in the future too.” He,
however, is of the opinion that
corporate social responsibility
of a firm should not depend on
the legal stipulation of two per
cent of net profit.
“CSR should be an initiative
from the corporates and not
the government through a legal
system. As a successful brand,
one has the responsibility to
give back to the society, that
trusts us. If an entire business
is run based on profit as the
bottom line, there’s just a thin
line between ethics and money.
But if business is ethical, you
need to be responsible to stay
in the business. Every brand
has values; quick money is no
correct way to run a business,”
he concluded.
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Don’t
miss
today
The art of making
choices
Speaker: Sheena Iyengar
Professor, Columbia
Business School
10am - 10.30am
Robots & Humans Friends or Foes?
Speaker: Robot Sophia
Social humanoid robot
developed by Hanson
Robotics
2.15pm - 2.30pm
Andre Agassi
Former World No 1
Tennis Player
In conversation with
Vijay Amritraj
4.30pm - 5.15pm
Deepika Padukone
Actor and Social
Influencer
In conversation with
Anuradha Sengupta
5.15pm - 6.30pm
Cirque du Soleil Lessons in Innovation
Jean David
Pioneer & Builder, Cirque
du Soleil
10.30am - 11am
Scaling societal
transformation in fourth
industrial revolution
Sanjay Podder
Managing Director,
Accenture Labs
3pm - 3.30pm

Kochi awaits Sophia

T

he most-awaited moment has arrived! A delicate doe-eyed beauty
with brains, perhaps the most
intelligent one on the planet, is
all set to grace the venue of the
three-day international conference. Sophia, the world’s first
social humanoid robot, modelled after former Hollywood

actress Audrey Hepburn, the
first non-human to have recognised with Saudi Arabian
citizenship and a United
Nations title, will arrive in
Kochi today.
At the global conference, the
humanoid robot, developed
by Hong Kong-based Hanson
Robotics, will be part of the

The world’s
first social
humanoid
robot lands
today

post-noon session ‘Robots and
Humans – Friends or Foes?’
Equipped with the ability
to display more than 50 facial
expressions, Sophia, has been
travelling round the globe, engaging in simple conversations
on predefined topics.
Come, join her to listen to
what she has to say!

‘Constant dialogue need of the hour’
“G

one are the days when
one could make an advertisement and give it to the
whole world. Today it is really important to have constant
dialogue with the audience”
said Marc D’arcy, Chief Creative Officer of Facebook, as he
sat down for a conversation
with the Neeraj Roy, Managing
Director of Hungama Entertainment.
Speaking on the topic ‘The
crowd sings back- The Best
Ideas shaping Culture Are
Shaped by Culture’, D’arcy
opined that having constant
curiosity is important for any

organisation to grow. “It helps
in growing business and and
helps improve the culture” he
said. Addressing Roy’s question regarding the competitive
environment , D’arcy replied
that since the competition

Constant
curiosity is important
for any organisation
to grow. It helps in
growing business and
and helps improve
the culture

between companies is getting
more intense, they will have
to be more comprehensive in
expressing their ideas.
He also added that the primary responsibility of his
company is towards its users,
to make technology easily accessible, protect their data and
create a space where everyone can connect with each
other. Along with that comes
the commitment to encourage creative business ideas, to
open up a platform for as many
people as possible and taking
these ideas to as many people
as possible.

We have to move
from being Corporate
Social Responsibility
to Responsible Social
Corporations
Paul Polman

